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Clean carefully the substrate from rust. Degrease with C.A.R.FIT Silicone Remover

Colour colourless

Density 1024 g/L

Coverage 8–10 m2/L

Removal Remove with a sponge and water

Tack Coating for Spray Booth

DESCRIPTION 
Booth mask safely binds paint, dust and overspray particles that tend to settle on spray 
booth walls and ceiling panels, thus preventing contamination of the surface being refinis-
hed. The compound stays transparent and water-soluble.
Thin and sticky protective film never dries out on the wall, ensuring safe dust and over-
spray binding. Once the film loses its particle-binding capacity, it can be easily washed off 
with water and a sponge and then reapplied.

APPLICATION 

For overspray and dust protection of spray booth walls.

CHARACTERISTICS 
· Provides dust protection of the object being refinished
· Protects spray booth surfaces from paint, dust and overspray
· Specially designed to protect glass and lights without impacting light permeability 
  and reflection capacity
· Easy to apply and remove
· Very cost-effective. Depending on the level of contamination, the coating should 
  be replenished once in a few weeks
· 100% environmentally-friendly

SUBSTRATES
Aluminium, steel and galvanised walls of spray booth cabins; fully cured and clean paint-
works.

Articles Description Pcs. / pack

3-402-0005 5 L 1

3-400-0010 10 L 1

PROTECTIVE COATING

TECHNICAL DATA

APPLICATION

FURTHER TREATMENT

Viscosity as supplied = application viscosity
(RFU)

1.5 - 1.8 mm/ Inlet pressure: see spray gun
manufacturer’s tips

Depends on the coat thickness of the material being applied. For best results, we recommend to apply the material in 
1-2 coats with a 20 min flash-off between the coats. Two coats ensure durable protection with no risk of the coating 
being washed away.

All tools used for the application of the coating must be thoroughly washed with water. If the temperature inside the 
spray booth is 70–90°C, the coating should be renewed more often: at least once a month. This will prevent the protec-
tive film from drying up. If necessary, several new layers can be applied on the old film. In case of a long operation life of 
the spray booth, it is recommended that the old protective film should be removed prior to application of a new one.

SUBSTRATE PRETREATMENT

Do not apply on walls that have already been exposed to overspray and other materials

STORAGE 

TACKY COAT

1–2 coats = 75–95 μm (pneumatic spraying)
Flash-off between layers: 5 - 10 min

Apply a uniform thin coat with
a brush

Apply a uniform thin coat with a roller

Refer for consultation of airless spray 
equipment manufacturer


